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ABSTRACT
Four 20 ns molecular dynamics simulations have
been performed with two counterions, K
1 or Na
1,a t
two water contents, 15 or 20 H2O per nucleotide. A
hexagonal simulation cell comprised of three ident-
ical DNA decamers [d(50-ATGCAGTCAG) 3 d(50-
TGACTGCATC)] with periodic boundary condition
along the DNA helix was used. The simulation setup
mimics the DNA state in oriented DNA fibers or in
crystals of DNA oligomers. Variation of counterion
nature and water content do not alter averaged DNA
structure.K
1andNa
1bindingtoDNAaredifferent.K
1
bindsto the electronegative sites of DNAbases in the
majorandtheminorgrooves,whileNa
1interactspref-
erentially with the phosphate groups. Increase of
water causes a shift of both K
1 and Na
1 from the
first hydration shell of O1P/O2P and of the DNA
bases in the minor groove with lesser influence for
the cation binding to the bases in the major groove.
Mobility of both water and cations in the K–DNA sys-
temsisfasterthanintheNa–DNAsystems:Na
1organ-
izesandimmobilizeswaterstructurearounditselfand
near DNA while for K
1 water is less organized and
more dynamic.
INTRODUCTION
Binding of different proteins through several layers of solvent
to DNA is dependent on the DNA sequence and local struc-
ture, which in turn is affected by the presence and interactions
with counterions and water (1–4). Therefore, efforts must be
made in studying how counterions inﬂuence DNA structure
and modify the electrostatic interactions with proteins in order
to understand mechanisms and forces behind DNA–protein
recognition and binding. Together with experimental methods
(X-ray crystallography, NMR and ﬂuorescent techniques),
molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulations can address
this question in much detail and many studies have been
performed to this end with MD [see recent reviews (5–7)].
There have been many publications regarding sequence-
speciﬁc and conformation-speciﬁc interactions of DNA with
counterions (8–10) (and references cited therein). This was
stimulated by the work by Young et al. (11), proposing that
strongly electronegative pockets in the Dickerson–Drew dode-
camer (DDD) (12) (where presence of solvent molecules
was detected) harbour Na
+ ions. By using MD simulation,
relatively long residence times for ions were suggested in
this (11) and following papers (13,14), in some cases matching
or exceeding those of well-ordered water molecules. The reli-
ability of MD simulation results depends on the accuracy of
the model for the physical interactions and sufﬁciently long
simulation times to obtain meaningful averages of equilibrium
populations (14). Following recent advances in methodology
and computational power, it is now possible to simulate
nucleic acid fragments in explicit solvent over tenths of nano-
seconds (5,7,15,16). Recent versions of the force ﬁelds dem-
onstrate good agreement with experimental data on nucleic
acid and solvent structure and dynamics (13,16,17) lending
support to the general validity of the theoretical models.
In most MD simulation studies, DNA oligomers are placed
in water solution with sodium as a counterion. However, pot-
assium but not sodium dominates the cytoplasm of practically
all living cells. Direct and detailed comparison of binding and
dynamics of K
+ and Na
+ in interaction with DNA is important
since in vitro and in silico studies are dominated by the less
physiologically relevant sodium cation. Experimental data
report small and contradictory selectivity of DNA for either
Na
+ or K
+ under a variety of conditions. Methods based on
NMR relaxation measurements report higher afﬁnity of DNA
for K
+ relative to Na
+ (18–20) whereas determination of the
Na
+/K
+ amount absorbed on DNA in competitive experiments
shows absence of K
+/Na
+ selectivity or small DNA selectivity
for Na
+ under a variety of conditions (21–23). Similar binding
of the cations might be expected from their close similarity.
However, experimentally determined equivalence in the
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may actually hide actual different binding preferences of the
K
+ and Na
+ in interaction with various electronegative sites of
the complex DNA molecule. The minor differences in K
+ and
Na
+ preferences of binding sites in DNA (or other bio-
molecules) can be crucially important when these differences
are accumulated during cooperative structural transition or in
reactions involving multiple residues (24). Examples include
the selectivity of potassium channels of the cell membrane
that separate between K
+ and Na
+ (25), the ﬁnding that a
model anionic polypeptide, poly-L-glutamic acid (PGA), is
unable to form a-helix in water–alcohol mixtures in the pres-
ence of K
+ ions whereas Na-salts of PGA exhibit complete
transformation from coil to a-helix above certain critical
concentration of alcohol (26) and ﬁnally the strong depend-
ence on the alkali cation nature of DNA compaction in
crowded environment (27).
X-ray crystallography data obtained with DDD oligomers
indicate higher probability for K
+ than for Na
+ to partially
substitute water in the well-structured ‘spine of hydration’
(28,29) which might be explained not only by higher K
+ afﬁn-
ity for the DNA sites but could be a consequence of higher
sensitivity in detection of K
+ by X-ray diffraction due to its
higher electron density while Na
+ is isoelectronic with oxygen
and therefore may not be accurately distinguished from water.
So far there have been few simulation studies of nucleic
acids with K
+ as the counterion (30–33). The recent work by
Varnai and Zakrzewska (33) points out variations in interac-
tion of Na
+ and K
+ with DNA. However, that study does not
address the important issue of the interplay between the
dynamic cation–DNA interaction and DNA hydration.
Another discrepancy between most MD simulation conditions
and the situation in vivo or in crystals of DNA oligomers or in
oriented DNA ﬁbers, is that those simulations have mostly
been carried out under dilute DNA solution condition and
the lower water activity in the experimental systems as well
as the explicit DNA–DNA interactions and the polymeric
nature of this biopolymer are not captured.
In this work we compare the DNA interactions of the two
counterions K
+and Na
+ and howthey inﬂuenceDNA structure
and water binding. Four systems have been studied in a peri-
odic hexagonal cell containing three identical B-DNA
decamers in explicit water environment, and containing either
K
+ or Na
+ at two different water content, 15 and 20 H2O per
nucleotide. These systems model an inﬁnite array of parallel
DNA in oriented DNA ﬁbers or crystals. The presence of three
DNA oligomers in the simulation cell automatically takes
DNA–DNA interactions into consideration. Periodic condi-
tions applied along the DNA helix axis mimics the conditions
of the polymeric DNA or DNA crystals where the DNA oli-
gomers are aligned parallel to each other. To our knowledge
this work is the ﬁrst systematic comparative MD simulation
study of K–DNA and Na–DNA which includes analysis not
only of K
+/Na
+–DNA interactions but also describe how these
cations alter structure and dynamics of DNA hydration.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
We report the results of four MD simulations, using the
CHARMM27 force ﬁeld (34,35) with potassium and sodium
as counterions. The MD simulations are abbreviated K/15,
K/20, Na/15 and Na/20 where 15 or 20 denote the number
of water molecules per nucleotide.
Real analogues of the Na/15 and Na/20 systems, oriented
Na–DNA ﬁbers prepared by the wet spinning technique (36)
and with similar water content, have been studied previously
by NMR diffusion and relaxation techniques (37) (and refer-
ences cited therein). The Na/15 system corresponds to a
Na–DNA ﬁber system in equilibrium with air of 85% relative
humidity (RH), while the Na/20 system mimics Na–DNA
ﬁbers at 95% RH (37,38).
MD simulations have been carried out in a hexagonal cell
with periodic conditions imposed in all directions. All the
simulation cells contain three identical B-DNA decamers of
the sequence d(50-ATGCAGTCAG) · d(50-TGACTGCATC)
with ‘sticky’ ends which means that the 30 end of the each
DNA strand is connected to its periodic image along the Z-axis
(periodic boundary condition). This setup mimics an inﬁnite
array of parallel ordered DNA in ﬁbers. Water is represented
by the ﬂexible SPC model (39) with 900 and 1200 molecules
(for the M/15 and M/20system, respectively; M ¼ Na or K) in
the simulation cell. To neutralize the negative charge of DNA,
60 Na
+ or K
+ counterions were added in the M/15 systems and
64 Na
+/K
+ cations as well as 4 Cl
  co-ions were included in
the M/20 systems. Van der Waals parameters for the cations
(Na
+ and K
+) were taken from the Refs (40) and (41), respect-
ively; constants from Ref. (40) were used for Cl
 . This choice
of force constants in MD simulations has demonstrated good
reproduction of transport properties as well as osmotic and ion
activity parameters of water and salt solutions (41–43). Sat-
isfactory agreement between MD calculated parameters and
available experimental data have also been reported for ori-
ented ﬁbers of Na– and K–DNA (30,38,44).The starting con-
ﬁgurations were taken from snapshots of earlier MD
simulations carried in our research group on Na/15 (38) and
Na/20 (45) systems.
The Nose–Hoover thermostats and barostats (46) were
applied in all the simulations to control the temperature at
300 K and the pressure at 1 atm. The Ewald summation
method (47) was used to treat long-range electrostatic inter-
actions. A double time step algorithm was implemented (48)
with short time step of 0.2 fs for fast intramolecular vibrations
and the short-range part (within 5 s) of intermolecular inter-
actions and a long time step of 2 fs for longer-range interac-
tions. The simulation software was the M.DynaMix package
developed for simulations of arbitrary mixtures of molecules
and macromolecules in solutions using parallel computer
architectures by Lyubartsev and Laaksonen (49). Each of
the four systems was simulated for 20 ns after 0.5 ns of equi-
libration. Additional details of the MD simulation and analysis
can be found in the previous work (38,45,50). Parameters of
the DNA structure were calculated by the program Curves 5.2
(51) and trajectory analysis was performed by software
included in the M.DynaMix package (49).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General properties of the simulated systems
DNA structure. The six inter base pairs parameters (rise, twist,
shift, roll, tilt and slide) of the DNA structure averaged over
Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 2 687simulation time and over all three oligomers in the hexagonal
cell have been compared with the parameters of standard A-
and B-form DNA (Figure 1; additional data showing variation
of these six parameters for the individual base pair steps are
available in Supplementary Figure 1S). The results show that
the simulations with the CHARMM27 force ﬁeld, preserves
the B-form of DNA with some sequence-speciﬁc ﬂexibility. In
the averaged structures (over 20 ns and three decamers), most
features such as sugar pucker, torsion, groove width and depth
are within values found for the B-DNA family (data not
shown). Comparison of the averaged DNA structures of
each of the four simulated systems shows that they are very
similar with root mean square (r.m.s.) displacement below 1 s
between each other (determined for all non-hydrogen atoms).
Superimposed structures coincide very well in the base posi-
tions with minor variations in the sugar-phosphate backbone.
In our simulation setup, the B-form was stabilized due to
topological constraints (10 bp per turn) arising from the peri-
odic boundary conditions since the systems correspond to an
inﬁnite array of parallel DNA in oriented DNA ﬁbers or crys-
tals instead of individual DNA molecules in solution (38).
Still, this setup leaves considerable range for variation of
most of structural parameters. For example, ﬂuctuations of
the minor groove width (which may serve as indication of
changes in backbone variables) are signiﬁcant (typically,
±3–4 s around averaged values displayed in Supplementary
Figure 2S).
It is of interest to study how ion and water positions affect
DNA conformation. To explain the origin of DNA conforma-
tional heterogeneity two models have been proposed. The
base-clash model (52,53) assumes that the conformation of
the DNA duplex with a given sequence is primarily determ-
ined by the intrinsic geometry of the nucleotides and not
inﬂuenced by the positions and movements of ions (at least
for the case of alkali metal ions). The electrostatic model on
the other hand (54) (and references cited therein), proposes
that DNA conformation and dynamics are affected by the
positions and ﬂuctuations of ions through their association
with electronegative sites in DNA. In the latter model ions
would affect the time-dependent conformation of DNA. These
two models have resulted in much debate in recent literature
[e.g. (10,55)] but are somewhat difﬁcult to test by experiments
since both of them give similar average structures in agree-
ment with experimental results. Careful analysis of correla-
tions between cation presence and ﬂuctuation of the local
DNA structure reveal that such ions as Na
+ or K
+ are not
capable of signiﬁcant modulation of the DNA structure and
observed changes of the local parameters are well within the
range of thermal ﬂuctuations (33,55–59) (and references cited
therein). The data of the present work are in a full agreement
with this conclusion. For example, in all systems the minor
groove width shows great dynamic variation during the MD
simulation. However, the dynamics of the minor groove width
does not correlate with Na
+ or K
+ presence in the vicinity of
the groove (data not shown). Furthermore, the minor groove
width averaged over 20 ns and for three DNA decamers show
little dependence on the nature of cation and water content
(Supplementary Figure 2S). This result is in contrast to the
case of polyamines as counterions, where the synthetic
diaminopropane
2+ and putrescine
2+ and spermidine
3+ were
studied under the same conditions (57). In the cited work,
signiﬁcant alteration of the minor groove width was observed
as a consequence of interaction with the polyamines. However
this modulation of the DNA structure was caused by formation
of multiple and relatively stable (nanoseconds) direct contacts
between the polyamine and DNA.
Diffusion of water and ions. Table 1 lists some general prop-
erties of the simulated systems such as box size, density and
species concentration. In addition, calculated r.m.s. displace-
ment, hRi, and diffusion coefﬁcients, D, obtained from the
simulations are presented. The data on transport properties
determined in the present work using the CHARMM27
force ﬁeld is in good agreement with our earlier data obtained
for the Na/15 and Na/20 systems using the CHARMM22 force
ﬁeld and shorter (6 ns) simulation time (38) (Supplementary
Table 1S). For the Na/15 and Na/20 systems reported in the
work (38) we extended the simulations to 10 ns and also
carried out 10 ns runs for the K/15 and K/20 systems using
the CHARMM22 force ﬁeld (60). With respect to ion mobility
Figure1.StructuralparameterscalculatedfromaveragedDNAcoordinatesbyCurves5.2(51).Regionsofthepointsaremarkedasfollows:K/20,lightgreencircles;
K/15,greencircles;Na/20,lightredsquares;Na/15,redsquares;M/20andM/15systemsareshownasclosedandopensymbols,respectively.Parameterswerepaired
according to Ref. (74); the blue and purple ovals show regions typical for B- and A-DNA families, respectively, found from analysis of X-ray crystallography data.
(MoreinformationisavailableinSupplementaryDatawhereSupplementaryFigure2SdisplaysthevaluesshowninthisfigureindependenceoftheDNAsequence).
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CHARMM27 force ﬁelds in the same systems were nearly
identical (Supplementary Table 1S). Water, K
+,N a
+ and
Cl
  are mobile and during the 20 ns MD run in all systems
studied, the mobile species on the average sample the space
exceeding the cell dimensions (see data on mean displacement
in Table 1). The mobility of both water and cation in the
systems with K
+ is noticeably faster than that with Na
+.
This reﬂects the fundamental (although small) distinction
between these alkali metal ions. Na
+ is a weak ‘kosmotrope’
that organizes and immobilizes water structure around itself.
K
+ on the other hand is a weak ‘chaotrope’ in the sense that the
hydration shell around the latter ion is less organized and more
dynamic compared with the structure and mobility of pure
water (61). This small but fundamental difference between
K
+ and Na
+ is projected to their interaction with polar groups
of biological systems and can result in important variations of
the solvent structure and dynamics around the DNA. Compar-
ing our results on water and cation mobility with available
experimental and MD simulation results we conclude that the
MD setups are in a good agreement with the data of NMR
relaxation experiments with oriented DNA ﬁbers and earlier
MD simulations (37,38). The expected reduced mobility of
water and ions in the present dense DNA systems relative to
DNA and simple salt water solutions is well borne in the
simulations. Diffusion coefﬁcients for Na
+ and K
+ reported
by Varnai and Zakrzewska (33) calculated from MD simula-
tions for DNA solution (227 H2O per K
+/Na
+ ion) were found
to exceed the experimental (62) and MD simulation (43) val-
ues obtained for dilute water solutions of KCl/NaCl (numer-
icaldataare presented infootnotetoSupplementaryTable 1S).
It is known that the SPC/E and SPC (used here) models give a
good description of transport properties in water (63), simple
salt (43,64) and DNA systems (32) whereas, for example, the
TIP3P model gives mobility values faster than the experi-
mental ones, however, being correct in description of interac-
tion potentials (65).
Averaged binding and dynamics of ions and water
In this section we analyse K
+/Na
+ binding and hydration aver-
aged over electronegative sites of DNA. Some sequence-
speciﬁc binding is discussed in the following section. We
consider three groups of DNA binding sites: (i) oxygen
atoms of the phosphate group and the pentose ring (O1P,
O2P, O3*, O5*, O4*), (ii) minor (TO2, CO2, AN3, GN3)
and (iii) major (AN7, GN7, GO6, TO4) groove sites. Occu-
pancy of ions and oxygen atom of water (Ow) of a binding site
was determined by integration of the ﬁrst maximum of the
corresponding radial distribution function (RDF). Average
residence time was calculated ignoring fast (<1 ps) ﬂuctu-
ations of particle across the boundary. (Detailed results are
available in Supplementary Table 2S with data on occupan-
cies, average and maximal residence times). Figure 2 displays
spatial distribution functions (SDFs) of the cations around
averaged DNA structures seen along the DNA helix axis.
Figure 3 presents cation RDFs around the electronegative
sites of DNA. In Figure 4, occupancies of ions (Figure 4A)
and water (Figure 4C) as well as their averaged residence
times (Figure 4B and D, respectively) are summarized.
Distribution of cations between phosphate group, minor and
major grooves. Figure 2 clearly demonstrates that K
+ ions
prefer binding to the grooves of DNA while Na
+ ions reside
near the phosphate groups outside the DNA or on the edges of
the DNA grooves separated from the sites on the DNA bases
by water. Increase of water content from 15 to 20 water
molecules/nucleotide results in larger hydration of the phos-
phate groups of DNA and Na
+ is pushed from these sites and
shifted closer to the grooves of DNA. The same clear differ-
ence between K
+ and Na
+ interaction with DNA is also seen
from the RDF curves (Figure 3) and occupancy values
(Figure 4). Potassium ions prefer direct binding to the elec-
tronegative sites of the DNA bases and to the O4* atom of
pentose; whereas for sodium ion the major site for direct
binding is the O1P atom of the phosphate group. The high
Table 1. Properties of the simulated systems
System Density
(g/cm
3)
Box volume
(nm
3)
Species
concentration
(M)
Diffusion parameters:
D·10
10 (m
2/s) [hRi (A ˚/ns)]
a
K/15 1.375 44.7 33.21 (H2O) 4.35 (16.2) H2O
2.214 (K
+) 1.76 (10.3) K
+
K/20 1.318 53.85 37.52 (H2O) 7.0 (20.6) H2O
2.001 (K
+) 3.52 (14.6) K
+
0.125 (Cl
 ) 3.0 (13.5) Cl
 
Na/15 1.382 43.9 34.82 (H2O) 2.82 (13.0) H2O
2.321 (Na
+) 0.58 (5.93) Na
+
Na/20 1.326 52.2 38.39 (H2O) 5.5 (18.2) H2O
2.048 (Na+) 1.33 (8.9) Na
+
0.128 (Cl
 ) 3.22 (10.3) Cl
 
ahRi, r.m.s. displacement.
Figure 2. SDFs of K
+ (red and dark red), Na
+ (green and bright green) around
averaged DNA structure seen along the DNA helix axis. To highlight the
preferential presence of Na
+ ions, phosphate groups have been displayed as
CPK spheres with the rest of DNA shown in stick model. For the best display,
theSDFsofionsintheM/15andM/20systemsaredrawnfordensities>18and
>27 particles/nm
3, respectively.
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+ near O4* is caused by coordination of the
cation both to base sites and to the O4* when K
+ resides in the
minor groove (see below). Interaction of Na
+ with DNA via
water bridges is common with a second maximum appearing
in the majority of the Na
+ RDFs shown in Figure 3. In the Na–
DNA systems, Na
+ is involved in organization of solvent
structure around phosphate groups and in the minor groove.
In the K–DNA systems water-mediated interaction of K
+ with
electronegative sites of DNA is observed only around the
phosphate group near the O1P atom (Figure 3).
The increase of water content from 15 to 20 H2O/nucleotide
reduces the direct binding of both Na
+ and K
+ to the phosphate
group (Figure 4A). A drop in K
+ occupancy with increase of
water content is also observed in the minor groove. In previous
works (31–33) no K
+ binding was observed in more dilute
systems. Since we see a reduced potassium binding in the
minor groove with reduced DNA concentration (an effect
which continues in a similar system with 75 water/nucleotide;
N. Korolev and L. Nordenskio ¨ld, unpublished data) this is in
part likely to be due to a concentration effect. However, the
difference compared with other work may be a result of
sequence difference and variation in force ﬁeld between
this study (CHARMM27) and that of the cited work
(AMBER) (31–33).
For Na–DNA,the picture of ion binding in the minor groove
is a bit more complicated. Substantial amount of Na
+ is
released from the phosphate group (especially from the
O1P atom) and this leads to redistribution of Na
+ with a slight
increase of Na
+ occupancy near the TO2 and AN3 sites. In the
major groove, the cation–DNA interaction displays little sens-
itivity to the change in water content. It is likely that the high
afﬁnity of the GO6/N7 and AN7 sites for the cations is the
origin of this effect. Only a small reduction of the K
+ occu-
pancy in the major groove is observed in a system with 75
H2O/nucleotide (N. Korolev and L. Nordenskio ¨ld, unpub-
lished data) as compared with the present K/20 system. Fur-
thermore, data of the MD simulations reported in the literature
and carried out at much higher water content (>100 H2O/nuc-
leotide) show signiﬁcant binding of K
+ (31–33) and Na
+
(33,55,66) in the major groove.
Additionally, using the method described in earlier work
(38), we investigated whether cation binding in the minor and
Figure3.RDFsofcations(K
+orNa
+)relativetotheelectronegativeatomsofDNA.Thefirstandsecondgroupsofcolumnsgivesitesintheminorandmajorgrooves,
respectively, with the third group showing the oxygen atoms of phosphate groups and pentose. The magnitude of RDF is units of relative density compared with
uniform distribution of the given type of particles in the simulation cell.
690 Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 2in the major grooves of the same base are correlated and found
no correlation (data not shown). That means an ion coordin-
ated to the site in the minor groove ‘does not feel’ whether
another ion interacts with the electronegative site of the same
base facing to the major groove.
Among the oxygen atoms of the phosphate group, the O1P
atom is the major binding site both for K
+ and Na
+. The O5*
atomishiddenbothforioninteraction andforhydration.Inthe
minor groove K
+ and Na
+ preferably interact with the TO2
site; the other sites of the minor groove do not attract Na
+
while the presence of K
+ is above 10% for the AN3, CO2 and
GN3 sites in the K/15 and K/20 systems. In the major groove
coordination of K
+ to the GN7/O6 atoms is signiﬁcant; the
AN7 and TO4 sites have lower (than GN7/O6) but still
substantial binding of K
+. The TO4 atom is the site least
occupied by Na
+.
Interplay between cation binding and hydration. Despite a
relatively low amount of water available in the system, Na
+
and K
+ remain substantially hydrated with average hydration
numbers 5.30 and 5.47 for Na
+ and 7.28 and 7.56 for K
+ in the
systems with 15 and 20 H2O/nucleotide, respectively. With a
few exceptions, hydration of the DNA sites is relatively uni-
form and does not show large dependence on number of water
molecules in the system and on the nature of the cation
(Figure 4C). The O1P and O2P atoms are the most hydrated
sites with 2.5 water molecules or above in the ﬁrst solvation
shell which (with addition of occupancies of the cations) gives
a coordination number of about three. Except for the TO2 site,
the electronegative atoms of the DNA bases are uniformly
hydrated by about 1–1.5 H2O molecules with larger hydration
number for the Na–DNA systems which may be explained by
higher occupancy of K
+ in the K–DNA systems. The TO2 site
ismoreexposedtothesolvent thantheotheratomsoftheDNA
basesandonoverallthesesites interactwith uptotwoparticles
of the solvent. In general, cations and water molecules com-
pete with each other for the presence in the ﬁrst solvation shell
of the DNA atoms carrying partial charge with roughly con-
stant total number of particles within this layer. The major
difference between Na– and K–DNA is observed in a more
pronounced organization of solvent in the second and third
solvation shells for the Na/15 and Na/20 systems.
Residence times of the cations. Figure 4B displays values of
average residence times RTav for Na
+/K
+ in the ﬁrst solvation
shell of the selected sites. Average and maximal residence
times are also tabulated in Supplementary Table 2S. The
electrostatic forces play a more important role for the mobility
Figure 4. Averagedoccupancy (Aand C) andaveragedresidence time (B andD) ofcations(A andB) andoxygenatomsofwater(C andD) aroundelectronegative
atoms of DNA. K/15 and K/20 systems are shown in dark green and light green columns, respectively; Na/15 and Na/20 are represented by dark red and light red
columns. (Numerical data on occupancies and residence times are given in Supplementary Table 2S).
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smaller Na
+ exchanges at a slower rate than the heavier and
larger K
+ (Figure 4B). These data for Na
+ and water in the
Na–DNA systems reﬂect the stronger Na
+–water interaction
and the more pronounced structuring of water in this system.
Residence times of Na
+ near the O2P and O1P atoms of the
phosphate group are longer than those of K
+. The increase of
water content from 15 to 20 H2O/nucleotide accelerates the
exchange of the cations near the exposed O1P and O2P atoms
where the most pronounced competition between cations and
water is observed. Additionof water pushes Na
+ and to a lesser
extent K
+ away from O1P (Figure 4A) and accelerates the ion–
water exchange in the ﬁrst shell of this site (Figure 4B). O1P is
the site where the longest residence time was registered in Na–
DNA with RTmax ¼ 11.88 and 4.75 ns in the Na/15 and Na/20
systems, respectively. In the K/15 and K/20 systems the
corresponding values are RTmax ¼ 1.57 and 0.51 ns. K
+
exchange is fast near all oxygen atoms of the phosphate
group (Figure 4B) and similar to the RTav values of water
(Figure 4D).
The O4* atom of the sugar ring is an important site for
coordination with the cations in the minor groove. More
details on O4* coordination with K
+ and Na
+ are given
below in discussion of site-speciﬁc cation binding. In the
minor groove, the CO2 site is characterized by relatively
fast dynamics of both Na
+ and K
+ exchange (RTav < 10 ps).
In the major groove, exchange near the TO4 site is fast in all
systems (RTav is below 10 ps). Sodium ions form the most
long-lived pairs with the AN7 site while K
+ has the longest
residence time near the GO6.
Comparing our data on residence times for Na
+ and K
+ with
the same values reported by Varnai and Zakrzewska (33) we
note that both RTav and RTmax values determined in the
present work are considerably longer than those observed in
Ref. (33). To some extent this difference may be explained by
the lower water content of the systems studied in this work.
However, the discrepancy between our results and this data
may also arise from the differences in the DNA force ﬁelds as
well as arising from the different models of water [SPC in the
present and TIP3P in the cited work (33)]. Good agreement
between experimental and MD simulated values of water and
ion diffusion coefﬁcients obtained in this and in the earlier
(38,50) works is an indication of the reliability of the residence
times reported in this paper. We also observe several long-
lived ion–DNA and water–DNA pairs in agreement with
experimentally obtained estimations of nanosecond time-
scale exchange between the small fraction of ‘bound’ and
the large population of loose and mobile bulk ions (20) and
water (67) (see below).
Residence times of water. The exchange of water from the ion
hydration site is fast with K
+ exchange rate about three times
faster than the corresponding data for Na
+ (with RTav close to
20 ps for Na
+) although some long-lived water–ion pairs exist
for both of the ions. For the Na
+···Ow pair, RTmax ¼ 5.8 ns in
the Na/15 system, while for the K
+···Ow pair, RTmax ¼ 3.1 ns
in the K/15 system (Supplementary Table 2S). In general, Na
+
attracts and organizes water molecules around itself and near
the DNA. The presence of Na
+ slows down the exchange of
water near the DNA sites as compared with the K
+ system.
This effect manifests itself clearly by comparing maximum
residence times. For example, in the case of the GN3 site
RTmax ¼ 0.86 ns in the K/15 system while RTmax ¼ 3.0 ns
in the Na/15 system (Supplementary Table 2S). Average res-
idence times of water near the binding sites of the DNA are of
the order 5–10 ps (Figure 4D). Recent data from femtosecond-
resolved ﬂuorescence measurements give an estimation of
RTav   10–20 ps (68,69). Given the differences in systems
and in experimental and theoretical criteria of measuring the
fraction of bound water and in determination of RTav, this
correspondence between MD and experiment is reasonable.
Sequence-specific cation binding and hydration
In ‘typical’ MD simulations (i.e. for a single short DNA oli-
gomerinalargesimulationcellathighwatercontent),site-and
sequence-speciﬁc cation binding may be inﬂuenced by the
end effects (70,71) and these simulations do also not mimic
the conditions of condensed DNA ﬁbres and crystals where
most experimental data on DNA structure, hydration and ion
bindinghavebeenobtained.Thatmeansthatsite-andstructure-
speciﬁc afﬁnities of the cations in interaction with DNA might
be biased by the relative position of a particular site in the
middle or at the end of the DNA oligomer. For example, in
Ref.(33)mostofthecationsite-speciﬁcinteractionisobserved
in the middle of the DNA oligomer with several attractive sites
(e.g. two consecutive GN6/O6 sites in the major groove at one
end of the DNA oligomer) being rarely visited.
Site-speciﬁc cation binding and hydration of DNA is
dependent on the DNA sequence and on local structural spe-
ciﬁcity of DNA. At the same time, the small (of order 1 nm)
size of the ﬁrst solvation shell of the alkali metal ion or water
molecule creates quite limited number of combinations for the
‘mosaic’ of hydrogen bond donor/acceptor sites on the DNA
surface. In particular, by analysis of databases of X-ray struc-
tures of DNA oligomers, it has been shown that hydration of
the DNA bases (72) and phosphate group (73) is local, i.e. it is
possible to predict with good accuracy the structure of the
hydration shell of any DNA sequence from building blocks,
using the patterns of hydration of DNA base pairs and nuc-
leotides (72,73). The above conclusion may be reasonably
correct provided that the ﬁrst solvation shell of DNA consists
of only water molecules. It may be not true in the case of DNA
crystals and ﬁbers with low water content where substantial
inclusion of counterions in the ﬁrst shell may take place. Na
+
and K
+ have different structures of the solvation shell and
therefore the structure of the DNA solvation may vary in
dependence of the nature of counterion. Indeed, superposition
of ‘solvent peaks’ around the DNA bases and nucleotides from
various crystals of the DNA oligomers (crystallized from
solutions with sometimes very different concentration and
composition of salts) shows substantial scatter in the data
(72,73) (http://beta-ndb.rutgers.edu/h2o/). This scatter may
be caused not only by intrinsic features of the X-ray diffraction
method (limits of resolution, B-factor values and differences
in crystal packaging) but may reﬂect the inﬂuence from the
presence of different type of counterions.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of cation occupancies near
the DNA bases in the minor and in the major grooves in the
four simulated systems. Much higher occupancy of the major
and especially of the minor groove is observed in the systems
of K–DNA compared with Na–DNA. With the increase of
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+ occupancies in the minor groove decrease
but those in the major groove are less affected. The Na
+ occu-
pancies increase in the two grooves but only a slight increment
can be seen in the major groove (Figure 4A). In both the K/15
and K/20 systems a quite uniform presence of the cation is
seen in the minor groove whereas in the major groove, two
similar ‘clusters’ of high K
+ presence are seen. One is near the
A5N7-G6O6-G6N7 atoms and the second near the A9N7-
G10O6-G10N7 atoms. The latter location can be extended
by one more site, T19O4 from the periodic image of the
decamer. Although occupancies are lower, sequence-
speciﬁc preferences of Na
+ are similar to those of K
+ both
in the minor and in the major grooves. Below we compare
in more detail cation binding and DNA hydration of the
four studied systems for two regions, in the minor groove,
A1T2/A18T19; and in the major groove, A5G6.
Cation binding and hydration in the minor groove of the
(AT)2 fragment. Figure 6 displays SDF of the cations,
water hydrogen and oxygen atoms inside the minor groove
at the A1T2/A18T19 region. Comparing hydration and K
+
coordination of K/15 and K/20, it can be observed that the
structure of the solvation shell is similar in both systems (two
top cartoons of Figure 6). There are peaks near each of the
electronegative sites of the bases A1N3, T2O2, A18N3 and
T19O2. Coordination of K
+ at each site is similar; the cation
sits in the pocket formed by the site of the base and is coordin-
ated to the O4* of the next nucleotide. Water structure is less
organized compared with systems of Na–DNA. Peaks of water
SDF overlap with those of K
+. Such structural arrangement of
the hydration shell, AN3/TO2/GN3···Ow···O4* (with possible
partial substitution of water for the counterions) is a typical
motif found in the minor groove of crystals of B-DNA
oligomers (72) and observed also in other MD simulations
(31,32,56).
The major difference between SDFs of K– and Na–DNA is
that the presence of cation in the Na/15 (and to a lesser extent
also the Na/20) system is substantially lower than the corres-
ponding potassium system. However, the positions of the SDF
peaks are similar. Increase of Na
+ occupancy in the Na/20
system compared with that of the Na/15 system is caused
by the shift of Na
+ from the phosphate group to the sites of
the DNA bases. The central T2O2-T19O2 hydration site in
Na/20 shows a signiﬁcant presence of Na
+ (bottom-right
cartoon of Figure 6).
It is worth mentioning that the average picture shown in the
ﬁgures is a superposition of all possible structures observed for
three equivalent fragments during 20 ns of the simulations.
Unlike the situation with cation coordination to the opposite
sides of the DNA double helix, very rarely can two cations
Figure 5. Sequence-specific binding of counterions (K
+ and Na
+) to the sites in the minor and major grooves of DNA. Hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors of the
base pairs are indicated as blue and orange rhombi, respectively. The area of the circle is proportional to the occupancy of the counterion; (sites with occupancies
<0.08 are omitted). Top and bottom periodic images of the base pairs are shaded.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 2 693simultaneously reside in the vicinity of the A1T2/A18T19
fragment. For this kind of local interaction with DNA (in
the same groove or near the phosphate groups), cations
repel each other. We carried out an analysis of the cation–
cation correlation using the method described in earlier work
(38) and it was found that situations when the ions are located
closer than 7–8 s within each other are very rare and short-
lived (data not shown).
Cation binding and hydration of the A5N7-G6O6-G6N7 site.
Figure 7 presents SDFs of water and cations near the ‘triangle’
of electronegative sites, A5N7-G6O6-G6N7. In all systems
except Na/15, signiﬁcant presence of the cations is observed
at a position of coordination of a cation to all three electro-
negative atoms of the A5G6 bases (Figure 5). In the K/15,
Na/15 and to some extent in the K/20 systems additional peaks
are resolved, which correspond to coordination separately
either to the G6O6 or to the G6N7 site. For the Na–DNA
systems, peaks of water SDF co-localize with those of Na
+.
In general, as for the case of the minor groove of the A1T2/
A18T19 fragment, the structure of the solvent near K– and
Na–DNA is similar to water peak intensities in the K–DNA
systems lower than the corresponding ones in the Na–DNA
systems which display more ordered and less dynamic
solvation of the DNA.
CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out a comparative MD simulation study of K
+
and Na
+ binding and dynamics in a system of parallel oriented
double helical DNA molecules with low water content, mim-
icking conditions of oriented DNA ﬁbers or crystals of DNA
oligomers. The major results are the following:
(i) The nature of the monovalent cation (Na
+ or K
+) and var-
iation ofwater content (15or20 H2O/nucleotide)doesnot
significantly influence the average DNA structure.
(ii) BindingpreferencesofK
+andNa
+aredifferent:themajor
binding site of Na
+ is the oxygen atoms of the phosphate
group(mostlyO1P) whereas K
+interactswith the electro-
negative sites of the DNA bases in the major and in the
minor groove. Increase of water content leads to the
displacement of ions (both Na
+ and K
+) from the first
hydration shell of the phosphate group and of the DNA
bases in the minor groove. Binding of the cation to the
DNA bases in the major groove is less affected by compe-
tition with water.
(iii) Goodagreementwithexperimentaldataonwaterdiffusion
isobserved.Potassiummobilityanddiffusionisfasterthan
thatofsodium.Na
+ionsmakewaterstructurearoundDNA
moreorganizedandlessmobilecomparedwithpotassium.
(iv) K
+ ions interact with most sites of the DNA bases in a
water-sensitive way; coordination of K
+ to the base is
usually accompanied by direct interaction with the O4*
of the pentose ring. In the major groove, both Na
+ and K
+
(K
+ with higher occupancies) prefer to interact with
clusters of electronegative sites such as combination of
50-AN7-GN7/O6 sites on one of the DNA strands.
(v) Analysisofthesolventstructureshowsthatingeneralthere
is much similarity in location of water and/or cations
Figure 6. SDFsofK
+(lightredanddarkred),Na
+(lightgreenanddarkgreen),
oxygen (magenta) and hydrogen (grey) atoms of water in the minor groove of
the A1T2/A18T19 region. Occupancies of cation and oxygen of water (in
parentheses) are indicated near the corresponding AN3 and TO2 sites.
Figure 7. SDFs of K
+ (light red and dark red),Na
+ (light greenand dark green,
oxygen (magenta) and hydrogen (grey) atoms of water in the major groove of
the A5G6 region. Occupancies of cation and oxygen of water (in parentheses)
are indicated near the corresponding AN7, GN7 and GO6 sites.
694 Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 2around the DNA. However this similarity does not mean
similar extent of water-to-cation substitution for Na
+ and
K
+. Mobility of the water/counterions is noticeably faster
in the K–DNA systems.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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